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Miss Sexy and Miss Sixty not Confusingly Similar 
By Dr. Michael Factor and Aharon Factor Esq., JMB, Factor & Co., Israel 
 
 

Fronsac, a clothing manufacturer based in Germany, applied for Israel Trademark 205879 for Miss 
Sexy. Iris Line which has a registered trademark for Miss Sixty opposed the registration. Both marks 
are for clothing in the same class, but the list of goods is somewhat different.  

Iris Line claimed that their mark is well known, with worldwide annual sales exceeding $40,000,000. 
They claimed that the word sexy is descriptive and lacks inherent distinctiveness. They also claimed 
that the proposed mark offended public sensibilities.  

Ya'ara Shoshani-Caspi, Arbitrator of Intellectual Property for the Israel Patent Office, ruled that the 
opposers failed to establish that their mark fell into the category of a well known mark and that the 
nature of the words Sexy and Miss are so lacking in distinctiveness that the combination is also 
lacking in distinctveness. She also decided that the Israel public would not find the brand Miss Sexy 
offensive to their sensibilities.  

It is to be hoped that women interested in clothing offered by Miss Sixty will agree with the arbitrator: A 
registration for Miss Sixty is not sufficient grounds to prevent a different applicant from receiving a 
trademark for Miss Sexy. In this case both brands offer the same class of goods (clothing) and the 
similar appearance and sound of the two marks.  

It seems that in the realm of women's clothing the word Miss is less than distinctive and the meaning 
of the two words Sixty and Sexy, though similar in English, are sufficiently well known as to prevent 
confusion - even in countries where English is not the first language.  
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Dr. Michael Factor 
Partner 
JMB, Factor & Co. 
mfactor@israel-patents.co.il 
 
Born in the UK, Dr. Factor immigrated to Israel in 1994. He is a licensed Israel Patent Attorney with numerous 
professional affiliations including LES, the IPA, the AEA and the AIPPI. Dr. Factor has a Ph.D. in Applied Physics 
from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, an M.Eng. in Materials Science & Engineering from the Royal School of 
Mines, Imperial College, London, and an LL.B. from the Ono Academic College, Israel. Dr. Factor has conducted 
surface engineering research at the UK National Physics Laboratory and at Israel's Soreq Nuclear Research 
Center. 
Dr. Factor is experienced in drafting and prosecuting patent, trademark and design applications in all fields. He 
writes Israel jurisdiction reports in a number of leading IP journals and writes The IP Factor, Israel’s leading blog 
on IP-related subjects with almost 200,000 hits. 
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Aharon Factor was born in the UK and moved to Israel in 1994. He has a B.A. in Social Sciences from the 
University of Westminster and an LL.B from Queen Mary College, University of London. Admitted to the Israel Bar 
in 1996, Factor has extensive experience in commercial law. He manages the firm’s burgeoning Trademark & 
Design Department.  
 


